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Brake shoe kits complete OPTIMAL’ range of brake products.

“All-in-one” solution for brake shoe repairs 

Pre-assembled brake shoe kits from OPTIMAL are available now to make it easier for gara-
ges to fit brake shoes. The complete range of 400 part references released will save time and 
money for you and your customers. The product portfolio will be continuously extended and 
developed.

(OPTIMAL Automotive GmbH, Langenbach, Germany) OPTIMAL Automotive GmbH has added 
pre-assembled brake shoe kits to its range of brake products. The kits include brake adjusters, new 
mounting springs, wheel brake cylinders and brake shoes. By speeding up work processes, they 
provide you and your customers with an ideal, time-saving solution for changing brake shoes. 

Benefits: 
 In contrast to the laborious task of adjusting brake shoes using old adjusters, new 

brake adjusters of OEM quality enable brake shoes to be adjusted precisely.
 der Bremsbacken (im Gegensatz zur mühsamen Justierung mit gebrauchten Nachstellern).
 New springs of OEM quality ensure parts function faultlessly. 
 New seals in the wheel brake cylinders always provide very effective protection 

against the loss of hydraulic fluid. 
 The new brake shoes make vehicles safe and stable to drive. 
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OPTIMAL friction linings and brake shoe kits are manufactured in accordance with the ECE R90 standard 
and ensure flawless and optimum braking performance. 

Technology tip: Please note! 
The DOT 4 hydraulic fluid must be used when fitting the brake kits. 

Find out more about our brake shoe kits and brake systems at:
http://www.optimal-germany.com/produktgruppen/bremssysteme/bremssysteme
http://www.optimal-germany.com/media-center/downloads/kataloge  (parts no.: WBM-3003) 

OPTIMAL - Your profit:
Why not take advantage of our training program?
Further information: 
www.optimal-germany.com / training@optimal-germany.com
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